
Fundamental Skill – Jumping for Height  
 

 
Skill development 
Jumping for Height activities 
 
Revisit what makes a good jump for height 
Watch the clip on jumping for height 
 
Swing and spring 
Swing our arms all the way back, eyes forward 
Bend our knees 
Explode upward 
Legs extend 
Swing high, touch the sky 
Drive our arms through and up 
Quiet landings 
Bend our ankles, knees and hips 
 
Activity 1 
Suspend a balloon or object in the air (start easy).  The child jumps to tap it.  Increase height 
with every touch. 
Can they jump and turn 90’, 180’, 360’ before/after they hit the balloon? 
Can they click their heels together? 
 
Activity 2 
Get your child to wet their fingertips or put chalk on them, stand next to a wall and jump as 
high as they can touching the wall at the highest point.  How high can you go?  Challenge 
your family. 
 
Game time – string a line across the room or backyard.  Not too high.  Watch the video and 
make up your own rules ensuring they are SAFE and FUN. 

Skill Criteria Why are they important? 
1. Ankles, knees and hips 
bend. 

By flexing the ankles, knees, and hips, more muscles are 
involved to push backward and downward, thereby creating 
more force when extending. 

2.  Head up, trunk upright Trunk remains upright so that most of the force will be 
exerted downward. 

3.  Arms swing behind the 
body. 

Arms are very important to assist with propulsion.  Starting 
with the arms behind the body ensures that greatest 
available range of movement and therefore greater 
momentum is generated to the whole body. 

4.  Legs forcefully extend. The force is exerted downward so that the body is projected 
upward. 

5. Arms swing forward and 
up in time with leg action. 

The arms help to lift the body into the air.  At the peak of the 
jump, one hand may extend upward, while the other comes 
down. 

6. Ankles, knees and hips 
bend on landing. 

Flexion absorbs the landing force and dissipates momentum 
thereby preventing jarring and reducing stress on bones and 
joints. 


